Wings of Refuge

The Lives of Three Women Intersect in a
Place of Deep Wounds and Staggering
Grace Against the backdrop of both present
day and ancient Israel, Lynn Austin weaves
together the stories of three women and the
work of mercy in their lives. Separated by
time and miles but linked through the
eternal need to forgive, the stories merge
into an example of inspirational fiction at
its finest. At the outset of Wings of Refuge,
Abigail MacLeods life is falling apart
around her, and in order to find the time to
put the pieces back together, she signs on
for an archeological expedition outside of
Jerusalem. Part lifelong dream and part
pilgrimage, her journey is meant to offer
her solace and respite from a crumbling
marriage. Instead, it brings danger as she
becomes linked with a murdered man who
had sat beside her on the flight from the
United States. Shaken to the core, Abigail
finds comfort in the friendship of Dr.
Hannah Rahov. Through the shared stories
of Hannahs heartbreaking past and the
related saga of a woman who lived long
ago, Austin weaves a stirring tale of
reconciliation and proclaims the safe haven
God provides for those weathering the
storms of life. Link to Readers Discussion
Questions

The Wings of Refuge Ministry exists for the purpose of discovering and breaking the strongholds of the mind,
reclaiming the ground Satan has stolen, andIowa Trafficking Hotline: 800-770-1650 or text iowahelp to 20121. National
Human Trafficking Hotline: 888-373-7888 or text Help to BEFREE (233733).Iowa Trafficking Hotline: 800-770-1650
or text iowahelp to 20121. National Human Trafficking Hotline: 888-373-7888 or text Help to BEFREE
(233733).Wings of Refuge is a Christ-centered safe home for women who have survived sexual Wings of Refuge
focuses on three aspects of human trafficking survivors One of our participants decided that she was ready to move into
her own apartment for the first time. The other staff and I expressed support and God is our refuge and strength, A very
present help in trouble. Wings of Refuge is an apostolic-prophetic house focused on bringing theWings of Refuge
Childrens Home opened its doors on May 21, 2011 to 7 children. The Homes purpose was to provide a safe place where
children would beWe are seeking 350 individual givers to partner with us in helping to provide a sustainable future for
Wings of Refuge. Would you consider a monthly gift of $85Wings of Refuge programs are customized to enable the
healing process at survivors own pace it fulfills educational needs to identify individual gifts thatThere are many ways to
join us in the W.O.R. against domestic sex trafficking. Please fill out the form below and let us know how you can help.
Your Name - 3 minShort film shot on location in Haiti for Wings of Refuge Haiti (wingsofrefugehaiti. com) as they
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Posts about human trafficking written by Joy Fopma.It is said in the world of aftercare to sex -trafficking victims that
80% is relationship building, 20% is fancy programs. WOR finds time to connect and offer love
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